Abstract. The complexity of software systems is growing and the computation of several software quality metrics is challenging. Therefore, being able to use the already estimated quality metrics to predict their evolution is a crucial task. In this paper, we outline our idea to use Linked Open Data to enrich the information available for such prediction. We report our experience so far, and we outline the preliminary results obtained.

1 Introduction

Software size and complexity is growing, thus being able to estimate and predict software quality is crucial to monitor the process of software development and promptly steer it. In fact, a quality metric provides a value summarizing one relevant aspect of the software that can be consulted to identify issues or risks in the development process or in the software itself. Therefore, several different quality dimensions have been defined, as described, for instance, by Kan [8].

Estimating software quality is then a crucial but challenging task, for several reasons including the complexity of the software to be measured and the fact that these measures are often hard to quantify: some of them depend on runtime software behavior, some on static software properties. The estimation of the values of these measures is possible, as demonstrated, for instance, by Alves and Visser [2] and Bouwers [4]. However, given the complexity of this task, we propose to use such estimates to predict the temporal evolution of these values.

Preliminary analyses on a dataset from the Software Improvement Group\(^3\) show encouraging results on the use of these estimates as starting point for the prediction of the evolution over time of software quality ratings.\(^4\) We hypothesize that, by using Linked Open Data (LOD) we can improve and refine the accuracy of our predictions. In particular, by enriching the information available about the projects analyzed, we can categorize these projects (e.g., by industry sector or programming language), thus increasing the possibility to group

\(^3\) http://www.sig.eu

\(^4\) For confidentiality reasons, we could not make the dataset publicly available.
together projects showing similar quality evolution over time. We present here some preliminary encouraging results obtained in this direction, and we discuss a series of open issues that we need to address in order to extend this research.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3 describes the enrichment of software projects data. Section 4 provides preliminary results, that are discussed in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Software quality prediction is an important issue, that has been tackled from different points of view. As Al-Jamini and Ahmed [1] describe in their review, several relevant approaches to this problem make use of machine learning.

We have also employed machine learning techniques (in particular, Markov chains [12]) to predict software quality based on the starting rating of a project [5]. The results are promising and we will aim at perfecting them with additional features, properly selected from external sources, like LOD. The future quality value of systems shows a strong correlation with the current quality rating, due to the fact that the rating usually changes very slowly over time. Moreover, a second trend was discovered which revealed that higher quality systems tend to deteriorate in quality and low-quality systems tend to improve, both with the tendency towards the medium quality level. This could be explained as a case of regression towards the mean [6], i.e., could be due to noise in the extreme quality ratings that disappears as more accurate estimates are provided. However, this possible explanation still needs to be evaluated and, anyway, could explain only the second trend. These two trends, for very high or very low-quality systems, yield a high uncertainty in the prediction. Using LOD, we expect to obtain more tailored predictions (e.g., by identifying software quality trends associated to the programming language adopted) to reduce prediction uncertainty.

Misirli et al.[11] propose the use of Bayesian Networks to make software quality predictions. As the number of potentially useful features grows (consequently to LOD enrichment), we will consider this approach in the future. Jing et al. [7] use a dictionary learning-approach that represents a more specialized but limited approach as compared to our use of LOD.

3 Enriching Software Quality Prediction with LOD

Our hypothesis is that by enriching the information about the projects we analyze with LOD, we can obtain features that are useful for improving the software quality prediction. For instance, software quality could vary in different industrial sectors or the programming language used could affect quality evolution.

Our focus is on a dataset provided by the Software Improvement Group, which consists mainly of projects of Dutch companies and of a few additional European customers. We enriched the dataset using mainly DBpedia [3]. In the enrichment process, we encountered the following issues:
Missing information DBpedia contains a description of only 209 companies located in the Netherlands. Additional companies have been identified in the Dutch DBpedia\(^5\), which contains the description of 3,883 companies, but does not provide information about their location.

Disambiguation Some companies have homonyms. To disambiguate resources and identify the right URI for a given company, we expect to employ heuristics based on the company website, its location, and industry sector.

Consistency literals vs. URIs Some classifications are available in an inconsistent manner. For instance, industry can appear both as http://dbpedia.org/ontology/industry and http://dbpedia.org/property/industry. In some cases, the value of one of these two properties is reported only as a literal value, thus affecting the possibility to perform ontological reasoning.

4 Preliminary Results

We performed a preliminary analysis on a dataset consisting of 1019 snapshots of maintainability of 112 companies. These snapshots already presented a first industry classification provided by SIG. In total, 14 industrial sectors are present.

We computed the semantic similarity between each possible combination of industrial categories using the Wikipedia distance [10] and the WU & Palmer distance [17]. On these data, we performed a series of preliminary analyses:

1. We run a Wilcoxon signed-rank test [16] at 95% confidence level to check if the observations are significantly different when grouped per industrial sector. These results show a weak positive Spearman [15] correlation with both the Wikipedia (0.07) and the Wu & Palmer (0.14) distances.
2. We computed the same procedure as above by using also the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [9, 14]. This resulted in a slightly higher correlation, 0.16 for the Wikipedia distance and 0.24 for the Wu & Palmer distance.
3. We computed the contrast analysis [13] of the linear combinations of the observations, again grouped per industrial sector. The resulting contrast estimators showed a weak correlation with the Wikipedia distance (0.15) and with the Wu & Palmer distance values (0.12).
4. We grouped a small set of observations aligned with DBpedia by industrial sector of the companies involved (telecommunication and financial services). According to a Wilcoxon signed-rank test at 90% significance, the two groups are significantly different, according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, not.

5 Discussion and Future Work

We present an early stage work about the use of LOD to refine the precision and accuracy of software quality prediction. We performed a series of exploratory and preliminary studies which shows a low correlation between the maintainability

\(^5\) http://nl.dbpedia.org
and the industry sector of these projects. These results provide the basis for fur-
ther exploration because: (1) the existence of a weak correlation is confirmed by
more tests, hence it is possible that we can identify a subset of the data analyzed
that presents a higher correlation; (2) the different methods for computing se-
mantic similarity and different statistical significance tests provided significantly
different results, thus indicating the need for exploring different computational
techniques; (3) as shown by the last item of Section 4, the industrial sector
seems to be a discriminant for software quality, although this aspect needs to
be evaluated on larger datasets; and (5) our analyses focused on a limited set of
enrichment features, but several others are utilizable. So, we plan to extend this
research to identify the most robust methods to perform these predictions, and
we will extend these analyses including additional LOD features and sources.
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